SPECIAL ORDER NO. 324
Series of 1991

In the interest of the service and in view of the expected influx of returning Overseas Contract Workers (OCWs) for the processing of their travel documents during the peak season beginning 16 December 1991, the following POEA employees are hereby re-assigned to Balik-Manggagawa Processing Division:

1. Francy Baldoza - Chief LEO - CRD, GASS
2. Nazario Arancis - Sr. LEO - OED, AO
3. Epifanio De Leon - Board Sec. I - LRD, AO
4. Rita Fuentes - Sr. LEO - ID, LRO
5. Moises Delos Santos - LEO II - ID, LRO
6. Victoria Cecilico - Comp. Optr. II - EDP, GASS
7. Jesus Rosauro Baluyot - Planning Off III - PPD, GASS
8. Elmo Rocillo - Clerk III - Executive Office, GASS
9. Magdalena Miniano - Bookkeeper I - Accounting Div., GASS
10. Jose Xavier Morales - Info. Off. II - IED, GASS
11. Juanita Angat - Comp. Optr. III - EDP, GASS

This order shall take effect until 29 February 1991.

JOSE N. SARMIENTO
Administrator